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Gunybi Ganambarr
Milngurr 2013
bark fibre, foil, natural earth pigments on wood board 55 x 102 cm
BLA 786 4313O

Gunybi Ganambarr
Darra 2012
natural earth pigments on conveyor belt 200 x 86 cm
BLA 783 4231P
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He is an artist who plays by the rules of his clan and community, but transgresses every stylistic boundary set by
habit or convention. Working within an age-old set of beliefs, he has treated the secular elements of his art as
field of unlimited possibility.
- John McDonald, writer and critic for the Sydney Morning Herald
writing in the catalogue for the March 2012 exhibition From My Mind, the work of Gunybi Ganambarr
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Gunybi Ganambarr
Dugong 2013
chicken wire 160 x 92 x 36 cm

INTRODUCTION
Found is an exhibition that explores limits. Nine artists are participating in the show with three of them -- Gunybi
Ganambarr, Djirrirra Wunungmurra and Ralwurrandji Wanambi -- taking more featured roles.
Gunybi Ganambarr first showed at Annandale Galleries in the group show, Young Guns in 2006. His first solo exhibition
was in 2009, and it was during this period that Gunybi showed himself to be a master of extraordinary innovation. By
the time of his solo exhibition at Annandale in 2012 Gunybi was recognized as one of the most exciting artists, whether
Indigenous or not, in Australia. The museums took note as did major corporate and private collections.
The show was a sell-out. John McDonald wrote “Gunybi’s ability to re-invent his chosen medium seemed miraculous.
No artist, not even Picasso, had ever managed to come up with so many revolutionary gestures in the course of a single
exhibition.”
Found is an exhibition inspired to a significant degree by Gunybi Ganambarr. In the last four years, his methods of
working have influenced many artists in the same communities – from highly respected and established figures such as
Galuma Maymuru to much younger artists. Despite what McDonald referred to as Gunybi’s “radical new departures,”
his work created no difficulties with the elders in the clans. Their wisdom suggested, however, that because the sacred
age-old stories have to do with the land the works should be created from the same source. Therefore, Gunybi
does not buy chicken wire for a sculpture at a hardware store but scavenges it from someone’s fence. A painted
rubber conveyor belt was once someone’s doormat. In Found there are materials used such as masonite and perspex,
corrugated metal sheeting, glass, aluminum foil and roofing insulation. Gunybi’s influence is such that it is as if he has
given permission to his fellow artist to use whatever materials catch their eye. This is not to say that the artists have
abandoned the traditional medium of bark – far from it. But they have certainly expanded their methods and materials.
Djirrirra Wunungmurra is one of the most exciting artists in Arhemland today. She has taken the idea of etching into
her works on masonite from Gunybi. Last year she won the prestigious best bark award at the Telstra exhibition in
Darwin. Her abstract patterning brings to mind the late, great Gulumbu Yunupingu. Working in styles ranging from the
large patterned almost gaseous works on masonite (Yukuwa) to the almost figurative and high contrast Ngerrk, she has
an extraordinary ability to evoke the light and landscape.
Ralwurranjdi Wanambi first exhibited at Annandale in 2012. Since then her work had gone through an amazing
transformation. Her methods and materials demonstrate the influence of Gunybi, but she has made her own stylistic
leap. The works bring to mind images as diverse as Indonesian textiles and American native art. As this style had
matured the results – as Found makes clear -- are truly exciting.
Annandale began showing work from Arnhemland in 1995. Resisting the limitations often implied by the category of
“Indiginous Art,” I have always maintained that it is a living and breathing contemporary art that comes from secret
and sacred stories. The work is never static. Found is similar to the Buwayak exhibit at Annandale in 2003. That show
emphasized a major shift in styles that now, with hindsight, we can see were hugely important to the history of art in
Arnhemland. Found captures a similar moment of transformation, and over time we will be able to put its importance
into context. Meanwhile, it is a privilege to watch these extraordinary artists open up new vistas and horizons both for
themselves and for us.
Bill Gregory Director, Annandale Galleries May 2013
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Watch the Throne
Quentin Sprague is a curator and writer based in Melbourne
To begin, a well-known story from Western art history:
In 1953 in New York, the Dutch immigrant artist Willem de Kooning was at the vanguard of new form of American painting:
Abstract Expressionism. The violent and colorful abstractions of the female form he had developed in his studio over the
recent years had been eagerly received by a local art world intent to wrest the cultural narrative from Europe’s faltering
grasp. He was part of a group of painters, many of them fellow Europeans, who were increasingly molding their practice in
light of the open landscapes, booming cities and seemingly endless potential of post-War America. Put simply, he was very
much at the top of his game when the much younger artist Robert Rauschenberg made a pilgrimage to his Lower East
Side studio.
The two artists talked, and during the afternoon de Kooning agreed to give his visitor a mixed media drawing on paper. In a
now famous gesture, Rauschenberg returned to his own (much smaller) studio and erased it. What was a valuable, if minor,
work by a senior artist became a radical gesture by his youthful counterpart. As the legend goes Rauschenberg’s work,
exhibited under the title ‘Erased de Kooning Drawing – Robert Rauschenberg – 1953’ set the stage for his own significant
career and flagged the emergence of a new generation of American artists.
In Rauschenberg’s action youthful arrogance merged with humble deference. Arrogance because he felt he deserved
de Kooning’s place in the art world, deference because he sensed, like many others before and after him, that to truly
understand one’s progenitors requires an act of unmaking, a symbolic (or, in this case actual) pulling apart to rebuild. This
is how the momentum of art history (in the West at least) is maintained: a constant repudiation of prior forms sketches a
complex trans-generational act of call and response.
The younger generation has, of course, always agitated for the crown. Within the history of Yolngu art things are no
different. Although this is an art form that has emerged between cultures and is thus marked by its own unique patterns
of exchange, it too is beholden to the actions of individuals. Like elsewhere it’s a process in which complex debates ensue,
ground is given (perhaps taken) and change is enacted. From a perspective outside of Yolngu culture however, this dynamic
might not be immediately apparent. Although the art market values innovation to the point of fetishisation, Yolngu art, like
much indigenous contemporary art, is most often framed in terms ‘tradition’ and the cultural continuity that this implies.
In place of the radical departures and disavowals of Western art history, we instead have a sense of a unified expression,
essentially unchanged since pre-contact. Unfortunately most Aboriginal art continues to be marketed upon exactly this kind
of vaguely grounded ideal. It goes something like this: ‘innovation is good, but only if it occurs within the idealised bounds
of the traditional.’
The problem with this line of thinking is that it too often forecloses a rigorous testing of either notion, leaving each to
reside in over simplified terms. To start with, the idea of ‘tradition’ is, of course, a slippery one, especially in relation to
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Gunybi Ganambarr
Dhuwa Spring 2012
woodcut - natural earth pigments on MDF 121 x 201 cm
BLA 784 4208I
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Gunybi Ganambarr
Ngaymil Font 2012
cut out sheet metal 94 x 229 cm
BLA 785 4211Z

contemporary art. Within any contemporary culture aspects of tradition are constantly made manifest, not so much
‘made new’ as revisited through the changing frame of the current moment. This forms a kind of endlessly recursive
structure that underlies and supports the emergence of new forms. Hence the practice of tradition might be best
understood as one of revitalisation; a process in which the constant renegotiation of prior forms of creativity provides
means for artists to find new ways to act in a changing world.
This is especially true in relation to a form like Yolngu art, whose practitioners have always been called upon to
constantly recalibrate their practices in relation to the radical differences thrown forth by colonisation. Seen in this
light Yolngu art emerges as a complex process of negotiation between internal and external contexts, between
religious and secular domains and between Western and Yolngu worldviews. It follows that Yolngu art is an ideal form
to embody the radical simultaneity of contemporary art. Here distinct opposites are brought into alignment and the
space between them – marked by constant translation – becomes the stuff of creative invention.
Sometimes it takes a gesture, often simple in hindsight yet radical in context, to make these relations apparent. This
might be an act of erasure (actual and/or symbolic), or a willful blurring of previously demarcated borders. Gunybi
Ganambarr (now famously) began this process in 2008 with a series of works that explicitly questioned the formal
boundaries of what constituted Yolngu art. The actions he undertook (including incising his painted surfaces and
utilising found objects) were guided by a deep respect for its tenets, yet displayed a belief that as an art form it could
(and perhaps should) be different.
Ganambarr was driven by the deeply personal question of how he might own the practice of Yolngu art for a new
generation. Like Rauschenberg, his trajectory has similarly been enabled by his immediate forebears, in particular
Djambawa Marawilli, an artist of immense cultural and political stature in the Yolngu community. Marawilli was largely
responsible for Yolngu art’s most significant art historical development of recent times: the invention of invisibility, now
known by the Yolngu Matha term Buwayak.
Like Ganambarr’s use of found materials and negative space, Buwayak also bears comparison to key aspects of
Western art history. At one level it echoed the turn to the spiritual that characterised the increasingly reductive
practices of late-modernism, and the associated idea that ‘more’ can be embodied by ‘less’. Although this connection
betrays a Euro-centric focus it is nonetheless a revealing one. As with the increased reduction of modern abstraction,
Buwayak displayed a thickening of representational meaning even as it divested explicit form. It proved that the
complex backgrounds of Yolngu art had all along been its most important feature. It was here where the embodied
networks of clan relations and the epic threads of ancestral narrative were held.
As this ‘background’ moved to the surface, the flicker and shimmer of its optical effects were engaged to embody a
meaning once incommunicable in the secular domain of the artworld. In short Buwayak perfectly encapsulated the
relationship between tradition and innovation sketched briefly above; that is, it reinscibed the prior visual power of
Yolngu art as a way to reimagine its contemporary form. A radical break resulted in an equally radical continuity. As an
art historical event Buwayak provided Ganambarr with a baseline to guide his own artistic progression.
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Evident in Found is the fact that truly significant ideas quickly find their supporters. Like the almost immediate broadening
of the field of Yolngu art that followed Buwayak, Ganambarr’s reimagining of Yolngu art’s formal boundaries has also
found receptive practitioners. For this group of early-career artists his recent practice has proven that even as Yolngu
art manifests in new ways, it can remain deferential to its core system of signification.
Until recently Yolngu artists were guided by material parameters set down in the 1990s by the late ceremonial leader
Garrawin Gumana who succinctly stated, ‘if you’re going to paint the land, you use the land’. In the face of increased
possibilities he was directing artists to remain focused on the very elements of the country they depict: ochre, bark,
Kapok wood and other materials that are essentially extensions of the land they come to represent. The artists in
Found have followed Ganambarr’s lead in expanding Gumana’s definition of ‘the land’ to include the refuse left by its
occupation; to date these have included found objects like PVC pipe, industrial conveyor-belt rubber and corrugated
tin cladding, all of which we might see as the enduring material legacy of Arnhemland’s modernity.
Students of Western art history would immediately recognise this re-tooling of discarded or overlooked objects in
terms of ‘assemblage’, a practice that has its roots in the avant-garde experiments that marked the Dada movement of
the early twentieth century (and which underwent a logical, albeit overwrought, extension in Robert Rauschenberg’s
celebrated ‘Combines’). I’m not suggesting that the artists here would see it in these terms but it’s a fruitful way to
understand their work. Utilising found materials opens an artist’s field of practice and inflects the possible meanings
they might convey. This is because found materials always retain aspects of their original context, even as they are
brought into play as part of a different whole. So, in the case of Ganambarr’s use of industrial conveyor-belt rubber,
the final work unavoidably retains echoes of this material’s lineage; scavenged from the Rio Tinto Alcan mine that has
marked the landscape near Yirrkala since 1969, it provides another layer to the timeless miny’tji designs that have been
painted on its surface.
By chance, the developments traced in Found mirror another in the wider field of contemporary art. As curator Laura
Hoptman has noted, much recent sculpture has been marked by a post-millennial resurgence of assemblage. She
suggests artists are responding to the increased volume of visual information now circulating in day-to-day life, and
observes that the challenges of this ever-expanding field call upon the development of new processes. As she notes,
‘if every loose object on earth, alone or in combination, is at least theoretically available as an element of the sculptural, then
a large part of the art of making … lies with the mechanism of filtering, selecting and assembling.’1 In Found we see a
similar mechanism being engaged as Yolngu art is adapted by a group of new artists. Although we may be yet to fully
understand the art historical significance of their actions, their works are proof of an enduring intent to stake out new
territory, to seek new possibilities and to engage with the world in new ways.
Quentin Sprague April 2013

1 Laura Hoptman, (2007), ‘Unmonumental: going to pieces in the 21st century’, in Unmonumental: the
object in the 21st century, Phaidon, London/New York, pp 128 – 138, p 128
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Gunybi Ganambarr
Ngaymil Milngurr 2013
natural earth pigments on conveyor belt 170 x 61 cm
BLA 782 4215V
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Gunybi Ganambarr
Gangan 2012
natural earth pigments on larrakitj 195 x 18 cm
BLA 778 4257A

Gunybi Ganambarr
Garraparra 2013
natural earth pigments on larrakitj 206 cm
BLA 780 4296M
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Gunybi Ganambarr
Mungurru Mishap 2013
natural earth pigments on larrakitj 187 x 15 cm
BLA 779 4267D

Gunybi Ganambarr
Baypinga 2013
natural earth pigments on larrakitj 156 x 22 x 23 cm
BLA 835 4189W
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Gunybi Ganambarr
Baypinga 2013
bark fibre, natural earth pigments, foil & wood 87 cm
BLA 787 4316V

Contemptuary Art
Will Stubbs
According to one dominant culture view, contemporary Aboriginal art was invented by Geoffrey Bardon at Papunya
in 1974! By teaching the Aborigine to apply acrylic to board and thence canvas he ushered the primitive savage
into the salon of the art world. From this point on, they say, everything that isn’t acrylic on canvas is therefore not
contemporary but it’s diametric opposite traditional.
This exhibition ignores that distinction because it doesn’t exist and never did.
An exhibition such as Found can hopefully question why people insist on this distinction. What is the motivation? Why
is it often the first question addressed to any work by an Indigenous artist wherever they come from? “Is it traditional
or contemporary?” I have never heard it asked of a dominant culture artist’s work.
Every art piece ever created was made in the here and now. People who make video art in 2013 are in the tradition
of a technique of photography that is over a hundred years old. So why is it the burning question that must be asked
whenever a Yolngu artist shares their work?
It is the vogue in the North to refer to Aboriginal people as ‘locals’. It’s the modern soft way of dividing black from
white. This is usually for the purpose of excluding people from things without saying so. Traditional is another such
word. It is code for lacking commercial or artistic interest.
In 1996 the artists committee at Yirrkala had to address the fact that the Print Space being commissioned by Dianne
and Andrew Blake would be using a large press to produce multiple linocuts or etchings. Yolngu had experienced
copyright theft on a grand scale since before Wandjuk took a tea towel emblazoned with stolen images of his
sacred law to his first meeting as a member of the inaugural Australia Council. Yanggarriny Wunungmurra was the
first Indigenous artist to have his copyright acknowledged in an Australian court. Prior to this it was suggested that
‘traditional’ designs were an artless repetition of ownerless patterns that would be outside legal protection.
And so in 1996 there was skepticism about the new press. Printing was new to Yirrkala. Steve Fox had made some
woodblocks and Banduk Marika had achieved success as a Sydney based printmaker. The community were generally
unaware that one of her designs had been stolen to make carpets in Vietnam (or the ensuing court case where the
High Court ruled that the company directors were not liable for the theft).
But after lengthy discussion in the Artist’s Committee permission was given. But there was a proviso. As Dr. Gawirrin
Gumana AO eloquently put it, “If you paint the land you must use the land.” Miny’tji or sacred patterns belonging to
clan estates must be made by hand using the natural materials sourced from the land itself.
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Djirrirra Wunungmurra
Ngerrk 2012
natural earth pigments on board 122 x 120 cm
BLA 832 4162L
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Djirrirra Wunungmurra
Ngerrk 2013
natural earth pigments on wood board 54 x 121 cm
BLA 796 4320M

By extension, the designs produced repetitively on the press using industrial inks must fall short of the full sacred patterns
which imbue and enact the Law.
The Printspace has been in continuous and productive operation ever since. It rivals any print studio in the major centres
of the NT. It has produced over 600 editions of work which have not offended this principle. As an aside, this development
is often lauded as a breakthrough by Yolngu into contemporary art although the technology which Gutenburg brought to
Europe in the 1400s was already 4000 years old.
It came as a surprise to some Yolngu friends when I asserted that I had heard Northeast Arnhemlanders described as The
Murngin. They told me I was wrong and that this had never been their name. So I looked it up and found that N.B.Tindale’s
Aboriginal Tribes of Australia (1974) had the following passage;
“Murngin
Term is not used to designate any grouping of tribes on the map. It is a general name applied by some western tribes in Arnhem
Land to groups of people outside their area in northeastern Arnhem Land.The term was adopted first by Warner (1937) as a loose
designation for some peoples sharing a specific form of kinship organization. According to Peterson (1969 MS) it has a general
meaning of ‘shovel-nose-spear folk,’ and there is an implication that the people so named are aggressors. In tradition they came
from the east. The classification of Northeastern Arnhem Land peoples preferred by aborigines is based on variations in the mode
of speaking the pronoun ‘this.’ “
The meaning of the word murrnginy described by the CDU Dictionary of Yolngu Matha is ‘spear--shovel-nose, iron and
steel, people living in the east.’
Since at least 1937 people of Northeast Arnhemland had been defined by others as a group who were able to source
and handwork elements of iron and steel recovered from traders, shipwrecks and discards to create deadly spear blades.
Quite clearly as at 1937 this was so prevalent as to be a definitional characteristic of Northeast Arnhemlanders.
So it is traditional for Yolngu from the Miwatj to recover recycled industrially produced material to create new forms.
Does this mean Gunybi’s Colourbond steel wall panel jigsawed on his lap into the Ngaymil pattern for the font of life is
a traditional artwork? Or is the distinction meaningless unless to quarantine him from artists from the dominant culture?
Will Stubbs April 2013
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Djirrirra Wunungmurra
Yukuwa 2012
natural earth pigments on MDF 122 x 243 cm
BLA 800 4295M
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Djirrirra Wunungmurra
Yukuwa 2012
natural earth pigments on MDF 120 x 240 cm
BLA 794 4247E
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Djirrirra Wunungmurra
Yukuwa 2012
natural earth pigments on wood board 243 x 122 cm
BLA 801 4320L

Djirrirra Wunungmurra
Untitled 2012
natural earth pigments on wood board 63 x 98 cm
BLA 790 4181X
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Djirrirra Wunungmurra
Yukuwa 2012
natural earth pigments on wood board 55 x 120 cm
BLA 791 4180K

Djirrirra Wunungmurra
Yukuwa 2012
natural earth pigments on MDF 69 x 41 cm
BLA 792 4177Z
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Djirrirra Wunungmurra
Yukuwa 2012
natural earth pigments
on wood board
58 x 20 cm
4180V

Djirrirra Wunungmurra
Yukuwa 2012
natural earth pigments
on wood board
63 x 17 cm
BLA 833

Djirrirra Wunungmurra
Yukuwa 2012
natural earth pigments
on wood board
60 x 28 cm
4163A

Djirrirra Wunungmurra
Yukuwa 2012
natural earth pigments
on MDF
48 x 43 cm
BLA 793 4177Y

Ralwurrandji Wanambi
Bamurrungu 2012
natural earth pigments on perspex 80 x 50 cm
BLA 803 4216Z
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Ralwurrandji Wanambi
Bamurrungu 2012
natural earth pigments on conveyor belt 211 x 91 cm
BLA 804 4238Q
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Ralwurrandji Wanambi
Bamurrungu 2012
earth pigments on perspex 122 x 81 cm
BLA 815 4233T

Ralwurrandji Wanambi
Bamurrungu 2012
natural earth pigments & sand on laminate board 123 x 76 cm
BLA 816 4190Z
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Ralwurrandji Wanambi
Bamurrungu 2013
natural earth pigments, sand & perspex 113 x 50 cm
BLA 807 4256Q

Ralwurrandji Wanambi
Bamurrungu 2013
natural earth pigments on perspex 173 x 46 cm
BLA 813 4319X
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Ralwurrandji Wanambi
Bamurrungu 2012
natural earth pigments on glass 108 x 40 cm
BLA 814 42220

Ralwurrandji Wanambi
Bamurrungu 2012
natural earth pigments on glass 76 x 41 cm
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Ngalkuma Burarrwanga Ralwurrandji Wanambi Ralwurrandji Wanambi Ralwurrandji Wanambi Ngalkuma Burarrwanga
Bayini at Bawaka 2012
Trial Bay 2013
Trial Bay 2013
Trial Bay 2013
Gapirri 2012
acrylic on glass
bark fibre, natural earth bark fibre, natural earth bark fibre, natural earth
acrylic on glass
louvre
pigments on glass louvre pigments on glass louvre pigments on glass louvre
louvre
16 x 52 cm
16 x 55 cm
16 x 55 cm
16 x 55 cm
16 x 52 cm
BLA 825 4170S
BLA 812 4316Ke
BLA 809 4316Kb
BLA 808 4316Ka
BLA 826 4170T

Ralwurrandji Wanambi
Marrakulu Saltwater 2013
acrylics on perspex louvre
15 x 53 cm
BLA 806 4315Nb

Ralwurrandji Wanambi
Trial Bay 2013
acrylics on perspex louvre
15 x 52 cm
BLA 805 4315Na

Ralwurrandji Wanambi
Trial Bay 2013
natural earth pigments on
bark fibre 16 x 55 cm
BLA 810 4316Kc

Ralwurrandji Wanambi
Trial Bay 2013
natural earth pigments on
bark fibre 16 x 55 cm
BLA 811 4316Kd
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Yalanba Wanambi
Bamurrungu 2012
perspex 15 x 53 cm
BLA 817 4130D
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Yalanba Wanambi
Trial Bay (detail) 2012
natural earth pigments on perspex 113 x 48 cm
BLA 821 4255A

Wukun Wanambi
Iron Fish 2011
natural earth pigments on corrugated iron 69 x 50 cm
BLA 830 4164P
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Yalanba Wanambi
Trial Bay 2013
natural earth pigments on perspex 52 x 15 cm

Banggawuy Wanambi
Trial Bay 2013
natural earth pigments on MDF 115 x 88 cm
BLA 823 4315F

Yalanba Wanambi
Trial Bay 2012
natural earth pigments on glass 60 x 90 cm
BLA 831 4243O
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TOP

BOTTOM

Nalkuma
Marrtannga 2012
acrylic on glass 37 x 64 cm
BLA 827 4184V

Nalkuma
Yidaki Power 2012
acrylic on glass 50 x 90 cm
BLA 824 4189A

Galuma Maymuru
Yambirrku 2013
bark fibre & natural earth pigments on MDF 81 x 59 cm
BLA 799 4319J
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Dhurrumuwuy Marika
Rulyapa 2012
natural earth pigments on glass louvre 62 x 49 cm
BLA 829 4164P

Dhurrumuwuy Marika
Rulyapa 2012
natural earth pigments on MDF board 116 x 119 cm
BLA 828 4181A
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Gunybi Ganambarr
Born 1973
Moiety Dhuwa
Homeland Yangunbi
Clan Ngaymil / Gangan / Yidaki / Yolngu / Yolnju madayin
Medium: hollow logs, barks, incised bark and poles, chicken wire, roofing insulation, rubber
Has mainly lived and worked as an ar tist at Gå]ga], sometimes based at Dhuruputjpi or
Yilpara. A ceremonial yi[aki player who is sought after by elders. Accompanied the Yol\u
delegations to the Opening of the National Museum in Canberra 2001 and the larrakitj
installation at the Sydney Opera House 2002, and played at the opening of Djambawa
Marawili’s exhibition in the 2006 Sydney Biennale.
He first came to the notice of the Buku-Larrnggay staff as an artist in 2002 he produced a
carved and painted Ironwood sculpture of a Wurran or cormorant (a totemic species of his
mother clan) in 2002. The wood’s natural shape suggested itself to him and he commenced
to reveal the bird within. He then added pigment to achieve the colouring but both sculpting
Ironwood for sale (rather than ceremony) and painting Ironwood are new actions in North
East Arnhem land public art.
This began a consistent theme of Gunybi following his own inclinations in expressing his
vision.
He has combined that with a star tling innovative flair to produce groundbreaking sacred art
that is at once novel and still entirely consistent with Yol\u ma[ayin (law).
His first recognition in a wider sphere was when he was invited by Brenda Croft of the National Gallery of Australia to enter the National
Sculpture Prize in 2005. He submitted one of his first sculpted larrakitj or ceremonial poles.
Gunybi has had the instinct to introduce radical new forms without offending community tolerance. He has introduced or developed
novel forms such as double sided barks, heavily sculpted poles, incised barks, ironwood sculpture, inserting sculptures into poles.
Gunybi is an energetic par ticipant in ceremonial life who is always cheerful with a robust sense of humour who throws himself into
whatever activity he is engaged in. He is married to Lamangirra Marawili, a daughter of Gunybi’s most important mentor – Djambawa
Marawili.
Gunybi’s last two solo exhibitions at Annandale Galleries in 2009 and 2012, both with full catalogues established him as one of the most
innovative, influential and impor tant ar tists of any ilk in Australia. Works from both shows were collected in depth by institutions such as
the National Gallery and crucial private collections such as the collection of Kerry Stokes.
Gunybi has par ticipated in over twenty solo and group exhibitions since 2004. This is his third group show and he has had two solo
exhibitions at Annandale Galleries since 2006.
IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS
National Gallery of Australia
South Australian Museum
Queensland Ar t Gallery
Levi Kaplan Collection, Seattle, WA, USA
Kerry Stokes Collection, Per th, WA
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AWARDS
Finalist National Sculpture Award NGA 2005
Finalist and Winner of the Xstrata Emerging Indigenous Artist Award 2008 QAG
Finalist and Winner West Australian Indigenous Art Award 2011
Myers Creative Fellowship 2011-13

Djirrirra Wunungmurra
Born 1968
Moiety Yirritja
Homeland Gurrumuru
Clan Dha`wa\u, Narrkala
Medium: ochres on bark, hollow log, masonite
Djirrirra (also known as Yukuwa) assisted her father, Yanggarriny Wunungmurra (19322003), in his Telstra Award winning painting of 1997 and continually up until his death
in 2003. She has also assisted her brother Nawurapu Wunungmurra, but now primarily
paints her own works. Her father granted her this authority whilst he was alive. Her
precise hand and geometric style has increasingly attracted enthusiastic interest
from the ar t world. As she came to the notice of Buku-Larrnggay co-ordinators for
her exquisite hand and innovative composition she was included in her first major
exhibition and her first visit to the world outside of Arnhem Land, in a show at Raft
Ar tspace in Darwin in 2006 which featured her and two other Gangan artists, Yumutjin
Wunungmurra and Waturr Gumana. In 2007 she was selected for Cross Currents,
a major ar t survey at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney. Her rise to a
level of notice was cemented when she was awarded the TOGA Northern Territory
Contemporary Ar t Award in 2008. From here she was invited to her first solo show
at Vivien Anderson Gallery in 2009. She has lived at the remote homeland of Gangan
since she was born (before Western housing was erected) and has three children. She
has exhibited in the US and China and in Australia with Vivien Anderson Gallery in Melbourne and Short street in Broome.
Djirrirra has par ticipated in nearly thir ty exhibitions since 1999. This is her first exhibition at ANNANDALE GALLERIES
COLLECTIONS
Woodside Energy Ltd. Ar t Collection
Kerry Stokes Collection
Colin and Liz Laver ty, Sydney
Ar t Gallery of NSW, Sydney, Australia
Levi Kaplan Collection, Seattle, WA, USA
AWARDS
2008 - Winner - Togar t NT Contemporary Award for 2008
2012- Winner - 29th NATSIAA (Telstra Awards) Best Bark
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Ralwurrandji Wanambi
Born 1959
Moiety Dhuwa
Homeland Gurka’wuy
Clan Marrakulu, Dhurili
Medium: carved and painted wooden figures
Ochres on bark, hollow log, perspex, glass, MDF
Father is Mithili, deceased leader of the Marrakulu clan and documented artist. Ralwurrandji
married Madarrpa ar tist Nuwandjali with whom she resides at his country at Båniyala, now
known as Yilpara. She worked for many years at the Yirrkala ar t centre Buku-Larrnggay during
the 1980’s and early 90’s.
Again in the late nineties and onward she and her sister Boliny and brother Wukun became
some of the most prolific and popular ar tists at Yirrkala. She works consistently and divides
her time between Yirrkala, while working for the local hospital, and her husband’s homeland
of Yilpara. She is a very devoted mother and grandmother and an important source of
community strength in ceremony and daily life. She has been a stalwart of all of Buku’s
projects over the last two decades and figured in impor tant solo and group shows of her
own. Despite struggling with illness in 2011 she entered a brand new phase of energised
activity and recast her style, which had always been evolving, into a contemporary textured
pared back imagery. It is speculated that this was par tially a result of Gunybi Ganambarr’s
close presence during the extended illness and subsequent death of her dear sister Boliny.
This work was featured by Ruby Alder ton as par t of her exhibition Three at Chan Contemporary Art Space in 2002.
RALWURRANDJI has par ticipated in over twenty exhibitions since 1999, including a solo show alongside Gunybi Ganambarr in 2012
COLLECTIONS
Bernt Museum of Anthropology, University of WA, Per th.
Ballarat Fine Ar t Gallery
Gilbert and Tobin
Kerry Stokes Collection, Per th
AWARDS
NAIDOC Regional ar tist of the year 2011

Dhurrumuwuy Marika
Born 1981
Moiety Dhuwa
Homeland Resides Gangan
Clan Rirratjingu
Medium: ochres on hollow log, bark, glass and masonite
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Dhurrumuwuy’s father is senior Rirratjingu statesman, Bakamumu Marika . His grandfather, the late Roy Dadanyga Marika (c.1931-1993),
is known as the Father of Land Rights. Dhurrumuwuy’s mother is Djuna Wunungmurra , a daughter of Yanggarriny Wunungmurra,
one of the region’s most impor tant ar tists (1996 Telstra NATSIAA First Prize winner). The renowned Dhalwangu ar tists, Nawurapu
and Djirrirra Wunungmurra are also the son and daughter of Yangarriny. Residing away from Yirrkala, at his mother’s Dhalwangu

homeland of Gangan, Dhumurruwuy is surrounded by community ar tists of high integrity and talent led by Gawirrin Gumana AO. He is the latest of a
younger generation recognised as possessing a real talent and desire to make ar t. His first works, produced in 2007, had already achieved high levels of
artistic merit and cultural integrity. His subsequent work has continued to build on these qualities. He is one of the few members of his clan to reside at
Yirrkala and his father is not an ar tist so
his exploration of the design of Rulyapa the water between Yirrkala and Dhambaliya (Bremer Island) has been something of a lone exercise. He travelled
to Annadale Galleries for the opening of the Young Guns II exhibition and this fuelled his interest in being involved in the creation of fine art. He has
completed commissions and exhibited at Annandale as a headliner with Gunybi Ganambarr and Boliny Wanambi.
This is Dhurrumuwuy’s four th exhinbition at Annandale since 2006.

Yalanba Wanambi
Born 1973
Moiety Dhuwa
Homeland Gurka’wuy
Clan Marrakulu, Dhurili
Medium: Ochres and bark on hollow log,
masonite, perspex and glass

Djuna Wunungmurra
Born c. 1965
Moiety Yirritja
Homeland Gurrumuru, Gä]ga]
Clan Dhalwangu, Narrkala
Medium: Ochres on bark, hollow log and masonite

Banggawuy Wanambi
Born 1978
Moiety Dhuwa
Homeland Gurka’wuy
Clan Marrakulu
Medium: Ochres on bark, hollow log, masonite and glass

Ngalkuma Burarrwangga
Born 1973
Moiety Yirritja
Homeland Bawaka
Clan Gumatj
Medium: Ochres on bark, hollow log, masonite, perspex and glass
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Gunybi Ganambarr
Gudurrku 2013
bronze 195 x 205 x 180 cm & 195 x 90 x 120 cm

